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materialized once again. 

The Light of Acme emerged out of thin air and wiped out several creatures 
before they could even react to it. 

After the Light of Acme obliterated them, it disappeared into the void. 

Several creatures were ruthlessly eliminated in a short moment. 

“We need to get out of here.” 

“The Light of Acme developed a mind of his own.How frightening.” 

Many powerhouses were frozen in shock. 

Even a strong cultivator like Deshawn was troubled and hurriedly ordered his 
group members to withdraw. 

James was on another island and was carefully observing his surroundings . 

He was proficient in the Space Path and visualize the space around him. 

After scanning the area for a while, James spotted the Light of Acme lurking 
within an unseen space, quietly approaching one of the groups. 

James recognized someone inside the group—Princess Leilani from the 
Angel Race. 

Swoosh! The Light of Acme tore open the void and appeared before Leilani, 
intending to wipe out her entire group. 

James quickly approached them and stood in front of Leilani’s group before 
the Light of Acme’s attack landed. 

He immediately used his Space Power to neutralize the Light of Acme’s 
assault. 

Then, he raised his hand, and countless inscriptions emerged from his palm. 

The inscriptions merged to create a powerful Sealing Formation. 



As if the Light of Acme was sentient, it quickly absconded as soon as its 
ambush on the group was thwarted. 

However, James was proficient in the Space Path and Time Path. 

He had already sealed off every one of the Light of Acme’s escape routes, 
leaving it with nowhere to flee to. 

James’ body teleported around the area, and continuously spewed out 
extraordinary power to reinforce the formation. 

Since he had encountered a Light of Acme previously, he knew how powerful 
it was and already knew how to deal with it. 

In just an instant, James had set up a multilayered formation. 

The blinding Light of Acme was sealed directly above the abyss. 

Once James had completed the formation, Leilani suddenly realized what had 
just happened and quickly scrambled into the distance. 

She looked at the subdued Light of Acme. 

Her face paled, unable to completely recover from the shock. 

Although James had trapped the Light of Acme, it was too powerful and 
managed to break free from James’ formation. 

Boom!!! The Sealing Formation that James had set up exploded, unleashing a 
devastating shock wave into the surroundings. 

James was struck by the force and was blasted away. 

He quickly used the Space Path to avoid the residual shock waves. 

Several creatures in the area were not as lucky and were hit by the force, 
resulting in many casualties. 

James hissed furiously. 

“Damn it!” 

He surveyed the surrounding space, trying to locate the Light of Acme. 



However, the Light of Acme seemingly learned its lesson and disappeared 
without a trace. 

James looked around, but could not find it anywhere. 

Many lives were lost, and many others were injured. 

The Light of Acme’s counterattack against the formation caused at least a 
hundred casualties. 

Despite surviving, many of the creatures were hurt. 

James appeared before Yente at the next moment. 

He activated his Life Path, and Life Power flowed through his body, quickly 
healing his injuries. 

Yente looked at him puzzledly and asked, “What just happened?” 

Leilani also approached him and said gratefully, “Thank you, Mr.Dalibor.I 
would’ve died just now if it weren’t for you.” 

“Thank you for saving us.” 

Leilani’s group members expressed their gratitude toward James. 

James gave Leilani a once over and smiled teasingly, “I simply couldn’t bear 
letting a beautiful woman like you die so easily.After the conference, I’ll visit 
the Angel Race and ask for your hand in marriage so you can be one of my 
precious concubines.” 

Leilani had a good impression of James, but her face immediately darkened at 
his crass remarks. 

Although displeased with his words, she did not argue with him since he had 
indeed saved her life. 
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suddenly save them. 



Many more lives would be lost if he had chosen not to interfere. 

Since it was a tournament, James would have a greater chance of winning if 
there were fewer opponents. 

Everyone’s attention was on James, trying to figure out what he was thinking. 

Did he really save them because of Princess Leilani? While figuring out his 
intentions, everyone was also in awe of James’ strength. 

The Light of Acme came into being after the death of someone who was at 
least at a Terra Acmean. 

Even a powerhouse like Deshawn was forced to flee to survive. 

However, James was not celebrating that he was able to temporarily seal the 
Light of Acme. 

Instead, he wore a solemn expression and was worried about how the Light of 
Acme seemed to have developed sentience. 

Perhaps the Light of Acme had already been refined and was being used by 
another creature as a weapon. 

The possibility emerged in James’ mind, and as soon as he thought about the 
formation, he strongly felt that everything was a conspiracy. 

Not only was James proficient in the various Path of heaven and earth, but he 
also had an excellent intuition. 

He looked at the surviving creature and asked, “What did everyone think 
about the Light of Acme?” 

Many of the creatures were unable to come up with an answer to his question. 

“W-What do you mean?” 

“It’s just a Light of Acme.What else is there to say? Did you notice something 
strange?” 

The creatures exchanged puzzled glances, unsure why James would ask 
such a strange question. 



James looked at Deshawn. 

On the surface, Deshawn was the strongest individual present.He was the first 
in the Chaos Ranking’s Gold Rank that detailed the ranks of all the Quasi 
Acmeans.His spot at the top of the Gold Rank meant he was the strongest 
Quasi Acmean around. 

“Why are you looking at me?” 

Deshawn was slightly taken aback. 

After giving it some thought, Deshawn said, “Actually, it does seem a little 
strange…” 

James looked at him, waiting for an explanation. 

Deshawn continued, saying, “Under normal circumstances, a Light of Acme 
would not attack living beings, nor would it approach us carelessly.However, 
the Light of Acme just now seemed to be self-aware and was actively hunting 
us down.In addition, it even knew how to hide within space and attempt to 
ambush us.It was as if someone was controlling it.” 

Everyone’s expression immediately changed at his words. 

“That’s impossible, right? Who could possibly control a Light of Acme?” 

“Yeah, Don’t scare us.” 

“The Light of Acme disappeared earlier.Could it still be hiding and waiting for a 
chance to attack?” 

Many of the creatures immediately went on their guard. 

James looked at Deshawn and praised him, saying, “As expected from the 
Gold Rank’s top cultivator, your analysis is pretty good.” 

Deshawn looked at James and asked, “Did you also notice something 
abnormal?” 

James scanned the surroundings, trying to sense the Light of Acme that had 
vanished. 



At the same time, he nodded gently and said, “From the moment I entered the 
Sky Islands, I felt like something was amiss.” 

Curious, Yente asked, “What do you mean something was amiss?” 

Leilani was also curious about his implication. 

A handsome-looking young man sneered and said, “You’re overthinking 
things, Wyot.What could be wrong with this place?” 

James looked at the creature that spoke.It was a young man from the Soul 
Race. 
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was the son of the Soul Race’s Patriarch, Aidan Habetz. 

He was ranked second on the Gold Rank of the Chaos Ranking and 
possessed incredible strength. 

James ignored Aidan and looked at the others present. 

Then, he explained, “Before we entered the Sky Islands, I didn’t sense the 
presence of a formation here, but as soon as I entered the Sky Islands, a 
formation was suddenly set up around us.It’s capable of nullifying the Divine 
Sense of powerful creatures.That is to say, the powerhouses outside have no 
idea what is happening here.If we all died here, no one outside would ever be 
able to find out.” 

Deshawn’s expression stiffened, and he asked, “Are you saying someone is 
trying to kill all of us here?” 

James gently shook his head. 

“I’m not sure, but it’s highly possible, considering our recent 
circumstances.Someone might have already refined the Light of Acme that 
appeared earlier.It’s no longer an ordinary Light of Acme but a powerful 
weapon.” 

James’ inference frightened many of the creatures present. 



The different teams moved closer to each other just in case the Light of Acme 
reappeared to attack them. 

Even Aidan, who was not fond of James, could not help but frown at the 
suggestion. 

After carefully considering the words, he felt that James’ assumptions were 
quite reasonable. 

Deshawn asked, “Who do you think is trying to kill us, Wyot? This is a grand 
conference in the Greater Realms.The Ten Great Races along with 
powerhouses from other races are paying close attention to the Ancient 
Realm.Who would dare to take such a great risk to eliminate us?” 

James already had a possible culprit in his mind—the Dooms. 

Whenever it was a conspiracy, it definitely had something to do with the 
Dooms. 

Apart from Dolph, Youri also had the power to execute this elaborate scheme. 

Since he was currently masquerading as Wyot, it was impossible that Dolph 
would have been behind this and conspired to hurt his son. 

That points to Youri as the next suspect. 

However, James could not figure out why Youri hatched this plot.This was all 
theory after all and James could not be certain either. 

“Let me try to divine the answer.” 

James casually waved his hand, and countless inscriptions emerged from his 
palm. 

The inscriptions gathered to form a mysterious and profound extrapolation 
pattern. 

James constantly manipulated the extrapolation pattern, trying to figure out 
whether everything that happened was a scheme and who was the 
mastermind behind it. 

The extrapolation pattern shifted rapidly, and the inscriptions underwent 
hundreds of millions of changes in just a short moment. 



Although several creatures practiced the Extrapolation Path, they could not 
understand James’ extrapolation pattern. 

Even the few that could understand it, they could not keep up with James’ 
deduction process. 

Boom! After ten seconds, the extrapolation pattern in front of James suddenly 
exploded. 

A powerful force swept toward James instantly, leaving him no chance to 
escape. 

Unable to dodge in time, he was struck in the chest and impaled by the force. 

A bloody wound appeared on his chest, and he fell backward while vomiting 
out blood. 

“Are you okay?” 

Leilani quickly appeared behind James to catch him. 

However, the backlash from the extrapolation pattern was terrifyingly strong. 

As soon as she touched James, she was instantly flung away. 

Injuries formed all over her body, and she almost died. 

James was blasted a long distance before he finally neutralized the force. 

He appeared before the many creatures in the next moment. 

Meanwhile, Leilani was already in a lotus position on the ground, trying to 
mend her injuries. 

Everyone looked at James, waiting for his next words. 

James shook his head lightly and said, “I couldn’t deduce anything.There are 
only two possibilities.One, all of this is a grand plot, and the mastermind is too 
powerful…or it’s not a grand scheme, and these were remnants from the Sky 
Burial Age.Unfortunately, it’s impossible for me to extrapolate things related to 
the Sky Burial Age at my cultivation rank.” 

Curious, Yente asked, “Which of these is more probable?” 



James shook his head solemnly. 

In actuality, he felt the possibility of this being masterminded by a Doom was 
relatively high.He fell into thought, contemplating if he should tell the truth and 
turn these various races against the Dooms or to keep it to himself and guide 
them all to safety so he could endear himself to them. 
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he organized all the information. 

The whole ordeal may change the status quo of the Greater Realms. 

If Youri was the one behind this entire plot and James exposed him, then the 
other major races would persecute Youri. 

This may cause Youri to leave the Dooms and become public enemy number 
one in the Greater Realms. 

However, Youri currently represents the Dooms. 

If James held his tongue, then the whole Doom Race would become the 
target of the Greater Realm enmity. 

Despite that, Youri would still have a lot of influence within the Doom Race, 
which would make it hard for James to exert his authority. 

If he fails to gain control of the Dooms, he would be unable to help the Human 
Race. 

He needed the Greater Realms to be thrown into disarray and also the right to 
speak to the Dooms. 

If possible, James wanted to sway the other races as well. 

James looked at everyone around him. 

Those present were from major races within the Greater Realms and were all 
future pillars of their respective communities. 

After weighing the pros and cons, James came to a decision. 



Everyone looked at James expectantly, waiting for his reply. 

James took a deep breath, pretending to be distraught by the situation. 

Then, he said, “I definitely have my suspicions.However, my words might 
cause an internal conflict among the Dooms if I say anything now.On the other 
hand, if I keep my opinions to myself, I’ll be putting everyone’s lives at risk.I 
might also be seen as a villain by the other races of the Greater Realms.” 

Aidan looked at James, who was disguised as Wyot. 

“Stop beating around the bush and cut to the chase.” 

James nodded as he spoke, “The conference was organized by the Doom 
Race.Thus, they had complete control over the choice of the conference’s 
venue.If this is a scheme to kill everyone present, there are only three 
possible culprits. 

“The first is my race’s Grand Patriarch.However, he has been in seclusion for 
many years and doesn’t interfere with our affairs. 

“The second is my father, but he has no reason to kill anyone here.It’s also 
unlikely he would ever try to harm me. 

“The last possibility is our race’s Great Elder, Youri.After thoroughly assessing 
the facts, he has the highest possibility of masterminding this whole plot. 

“There are a few reasons why I came to this conclusion.Firstly, Elder Youri 
was made to explain the ongoing rumors about him secretly colluding with the 
Human Race.Perhaps he might be really working with the humans.I suspect 
his goal is to obtain the ten tokens and release Soren Plamen to steal the 
Blithe Omniscience from the human race. 

“If I’m right, then Elder Youri must’ve already entered the Omniscience Path’s 
Ninth Stage.Although the Omniscience Path’s Ninth Stage is weaker than the 
Caelum Acme Rank, other ranks below the Caleum Acme Rank aren’t 
capable of obliterating the physical body of one that has reached the 
Omniscience Path’s Ninth Stage. 

“Assuming I didn’t misunderstand anything, his main goal is most likely the 
Blithe Omniscience.If he has truly reached the Omniscience Path’s Ninth 



Stage and obtains Blithe Omniscience, he would become invincible in the 
Greater Realms. 

“Even Soren himself would not stand a chance against Elder Youri.He has 
been trapped for countless years, and his soul has endured endless 
torment.Even if he were released, he would need a long time to recover his 
full strength.” 

James began sharing some of his fake analysis, which were only valid under 
the condition that Elder Youri was indeed working with the Human Race.He 
already knew that the Youri that visited the Cloud Race was actually himself in 
disguise. 

However, there was also a possibility that Youri was taking advantage of the 
misunderstanding to sow discord in the Greater Realms so that he could 
obtain the ten tokens and the Blithe Omniscience from Soren.” 

After hearing James’ analysis, everyone’s faces had solemn expressions. 

James had given a thorough assessment of the situation, and it was enough 
to convince them. 

“What should we do now?” 

“If Youri has already entered the Omniscience Path’s Ninth Stage it’ll be hard 
for anyone in the Greater Realms to kill him, even if he doesn’t have the Blithe 
Omniscience” 

“Are we really going to accept our fate and die here?” 

Many creatures expressed their thoughts with worried expressions. 

“We shouldn’t panic, everyone.” 
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Rank, Deshawn stepped up to calm down the flustered creatures. 

“Our main priority is to find a way to leave this place.As long as we can leave 
the Sky Islands and pass through the formation, the powerhouses outside will 
definitely sense what’s going on in the Ancient Realm.Then, we’ll be safe.” 



James stepped aside and remained silent, waiting for Deshawn to tell them 
their next course of action.He had wanted to win over the hearts of the 
creatures present, but decided to stay his hand for now.He had already 
examined the formation long ago. 

Although it was not an olden formation, it was mysterious and had 
complicated Formation Inscriptions mixed into it. 

James believed that no one here was strong enough to break through the 
formation. 

Even the experts from Mount Chaos would need a long while before they 
could crack it. 

James wanted to wait until everybody’s breaking point when they had lost all 
hope and ideas. 

As soon as he becomes the Doom Race’s patriarch, he would have the 
support of the various races present. 

“Yeah, we should go with Deshawn’s suggestion.” 

“Deshawn is the strongest on the Gold Rank and is well- informed.He must 
have some idea about the formation here.Surely he’ll break it soon.” 

“What do you need from us? Just say the word, Deshawn.” 

Many creatures voiced their opinions. 

Although James had impressed everyone with his strength just moments ago, 
Deshawn stood at the top of the Chaos Ranking. 

Thus, many of them blindly trusted him instead of Wyot. 

Many creatures moved over to Deshawn’s side. 

Only Yente approached James and stood beside him. 

With a frown, she asked, “You’re the Doom Race’s successor and stand to 
become its patriarch soon.There are many future leaders from the many races 
in the Greater Realms present.Now’s your chance to sway them to your 
cause.It’ll be extremely beneficial once you’re head of the Doom Race.So why 
aren’t you saying anything?” 



James glanced at Yente.He never expected to hear these words from her. 

Her behavior made her claim to stay by his side seem genuine. 

Yente was a very talented woman and James was pleased to have her 
support. 

He replied lightly, “I don’t like drawing attention to myself.If Deshawn can get 
all of us out safely, we should listen to him.” 

As he spoke, James smiled playfully and wrapped his arm around Yente’s 
slender waist. 

Yente immediately recoiled when she felt his hands around her. 

Discomfort flashed across her lovely face, making it evident she did not enjoy 
his gestures. 

However, she forcibly swallowed her emotions and allowed him to do as he 
pleased after thinking about the Cloud Race’s current plight. 

Many of the creatures noticed James’ behavior. 

“So, the rumors about Wyot being a womanizer seems true.” 

“Rumors circulated through the Doom Race claiming that although Wyot has a 
Thousand Paths Holy Body, he is more fascinated with beautiful women.He’s 
ruined many of the women belonging to the collateral members in the 
Dooms.” 

Many creatures expressed their disgust toward James. 

However, Yente’s teammates remained silent. 

Yente smiled brightly and chirped. 

“I’m siding with you now, Wyot.I leave myself in your capable hands.You’d 
better protect me.” 

“Of course, of course.” 



James grinned and said, “I promise I’ll treat you well.When I become the 
Doom Race’s patriarch, I’ll restore the Cloud Race’s position in the realm and 
kill whoever dares to lay a hand on your kin.” 
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James’ observations. 

They all felt he was a worthy successor to the Dooms. 

However, many of them felt like his behavior had crossed a line and began to 
dislike him. 

Despite that, Yente’s smile never left her face.She had witnessed his strength 
before and was assured she would survive with his protection. 

His support would also help the Cloud Race to re-establish itself. 

Leilani, on the other hand, frowned angrily. 

She was livid at James.He claimed he would visit the Angel Race and ask for 
her hand in marriage just moments ago, yet here he was hitting on another 
woman from the Cloud Race. 

Even though she was not interested in him, she still felt uncomfortable and 
scoffed when she saw him clinging to Yente. 

One of the creatures asked, “What do we do now, Deshawn?” 

Deshawn ignored James and said, “Let’s leave this place first.We should go to 
the edge of the Sky Islands and see if we can break the formation.” 

“Alright.” 

“Let’s go.” 

“I’m sure we’ll be fine since Deshawn’s the one leading us.” 

Many creatures expressed their opinions and followed Deshawn. 

James remained silent throughout the discussion. 



Leilani drew closer to James, asking, “What do you think? Should we head to 
the edge of the formation?” 

As soon as Leilani approached him, James wrapped his arms around her and 
said, “Let’s just follow him.” 

Yente accepted James’ advances, as she was counting on James to help the 
Cloud Race. 

Unlike her, Leilani did not need the Doom Race’s assistance.She immediately 
pushed him away and hissed. 

“Please watch your manners, Wyot.You might have saved me, but I won’t 
stand for this behavior.” 

James grinned in response. 

Deshawn did not bother himself with James, who constantly flirted with 
women. 

He immediately ordered the others, “Let’s go.” 

Then, he walked to the front, leading the group of creatures. 

Meanwhile, James’ group walked in the back. 

The creatures quickly left the area with Deshawn at the lead. 

Soon, they arrived at the outermost edges of the Sky Islands, where the 
formation was located. 

The formation was complex and formed out of countless mysterious 
inscriptions that were ever-changing. 

One of the creatures unsheathed a long sword and tried to attack the 
formation. 

Swoosh! Dazzling Sword Energy shot toward the formation. 

Boom! There was a massive explosion, and many Formation Inscriptions 
shattered. 



A terrifying force that surpassed the strength of a Permanence Acmean shot 
out of the formation. 

The force homed in and struck the creature that attacked the formation. 

Before he could even react, he was knocked away.He spat a mouthful of 
blood and then, he plummeted from the sky.His body crashed into an island 
and destroyed it completely. 

In just an instant, an island bigger than a major planet was obliterated. 

Many creatures were frightened the moment they witnessed this. 

They trembled in fear and quickly backed away. 

The injured creature was quickly saved by one of his comrades. 

Although he survived, he suffered severe injuries from the backlash and was 
incapacitated. 

“Hurry and break the formation, Deshawn.” 
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Deshawn with anticipation. 

“I’ll have a look.” 

Deshawn walked toward the formation.He did not immediately do anything but 
stood at the border and carefully studied it. 

The Formation Inscriptions previously shattered by one of the creature’s 
attacks had already been replaced by new ones. 

As the first on the Chaos Ranking’s Gold Rank, Deshawn was proficient in 
various Paths, including the Formation Path. 

Despite that, he could not decode the formation even after spending a long 
time looking at it.He could not even comprehend it, let alone grasp the 
changing laws of the Formation Inscriptions. 



After spending some time with it, Deshawn shook his head lightly and said, 
“This is an ancient formation.I can’t understand it But I’m guessing it’s a 
formation that dates back to when the Space Race ruled the Greater 
Realms.In fact, since we’re currently in the Ancient Realm, it’s most likely from 
the Sky Burial Age instead.” 

Surprised, James turned to Deshawn. 

‘He knows about the Sky Burial Age, he’s more impressive than I thought” 

James remarked to himself. 

The Sky Burial Age was part of the distant past. 

There were almost no records of that period in ancient books and only a few 
ancient powerhouses knew about it. 

James only knew about it because he heard it from the Doom Race’s Grand 
Patriarch, Hirah. 

Hirah used the Chaos Heavenly Path to divine the possibilities and gained 
some insight. 

“It seems there’s more to the Great Realms than meets the eye.There must 
be more unknown powerhouses still in hiding.” 

“What do we do then?” 

“Are we going to be trapped here forever if we can’t break the formation?” 

“Calm down.The competition will end in thirty thousand years.If we haven’t left 
by then, the powerhouse on Mount Chaos will enter the Ancient Realm, 
destroy this formation, and save us.” 

“That’s right.We can’t break the formation because we’re not strong 
enough.However, the others outside will definitely be able to break it.” 

Some creatures discussed the situation. 

Suddenly, a gust of wind blew toward them. 

The gale was incredibly strong, and several Quasi Acmeans lost their 
balance. 



James immediately noticed something unusual and hurriedly turned to his 
companions, “Something’s going on.Hurry, huddle around me and keep still.” 

12 creatures emerged from the turbulent wind. 

All of them had human-like appearances and stood around 200 centimeters 
tall. 

They wore black-hooded robes, which covered their heads. 

They also had masks that corresponded to the Twelve Zodiacs covering their 
faces. 

The strange group emerged out of the blue. 

They had sinister and eerie auras, seeming like they had just crawled out of a 
grave. 

Their appearance was enough to make one shudder in fear. 

At the sight of the 12 unknown creatures, everyone raised their guards and 
drew their weapons. 

They stared closely at their mysterious enemies. 

“Who are they?” 

“There shouldn’t be anything else living in the Ancient Realm.How are these 
creatures here?” 

“Are they also one of the participants of the competition, or were they waiting 
to ambush us in the Sky Islands? “Their auras are terrifying.They’re at least at 
the peak of the Permanence Acme Rank.” 

Everyone stiffened. 

They were on high alert after sensing the powerful auras from the unexpected 
visitors. 

Deshawn took a deep breath. 



“They’re not at the peak of the Permanence Acme Rank.They’re at the Quasi 
Terra Acme Rank.They’ve already surpassed the Permanence Acme Rank 
and are very close to becoming Terra Acmeans.” 

When Deshawn observed them, he trembled slightly, and was aghast. 

“Huh? There’s a rank called Quasi Terra Acme Rank?” 

“Why haven’t I heard about it before?” 

“It exists.I heard the Quasi Terra Acme Rank is a special rank.It’s only 
accessible to prodigies.Normal cultivators, on the other hand, aren’t able to 
reach it.Usually, normal cultivators would reach the Permanence Acme 
Rank’s Last Stage and cross over directly into the Terra Acme Rank.” 

“I’ve heard from my Grand Patriarch that the Quasi Terra Acme Rank’s official 
name is the Eternal Boundless Rank.” 
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was something of a myth. 

Ordinary creatures could not naturally reach that rank and would normally 
progress from the Permanence Acme Rank’s Last Stage into the Terra Acme 
Rank. 

Deshawn was currently at the Eternal Boundless Rank. 

As the Gold Rank’s top powerhouse, he was more than capable of entering 
the special rank. 

Meanwhile, it was the first time James had heard of the Eternal Boundless 
Rank. 

He looked at Deshawn, thinking, ‘Wow, this guy is impressive. 

No wonder he’s first on the Chaos Ranking’s Gold Rank.” 

Then, James turned to the 12 masked creatures in the distance. 



After the 12 mysterious creatures appeared, they kept their positions and 
seemed to be waiting for some kind of order. 

James utilized his Divine Sense to discover more about them. 

The twelve of them seemed like normal creatures. 

They had a complete physical body and soul. 

Despite that, James felt there was something strange about them. 

However, he was unable to narrow down exactly what it was. 

“Be careful.” 

James looked at his companions, including Yente and Lelaini’s teammates, 
and reminded them, “Something’s weird about them.If you want to survive, do 
as I say, and keep calm.” 

Everyone nodded at him. 

Meanwhile, the other creatures huddled around Deshawn. 

To them, Deshawn was the strongest cultivator.It was much better to follow 
him than Wyot. 

“No way.” 

James suddenly realized something and muttered, “They’re not real living 
beings.” 

His remark immediately caught the attention of many other creatures. 

Many of them turned to him puzzledly. 

Out of curiosity, one of the creatures asked, “What’s with you, Wyot? Why are 
you exclaiming so suddenly?” 

James replied solemnly, “I can sense Dead Energy from them.If I’m not 
mistaken, these creatures died long ago.However, they had undying 
bodies.Wicked souls have been placed into their bodies.They’re no longer 
living beings but death spirits.” 



James shared his thoughts. 

“Death spirits?” 

“Has the successor of the Master Necromancer appeared?” 

“Are you talking about the Master Necromancer that used corpses of powerful 
creatures to create undead?” 

Many creatures began to discuss heatedly. 

Wyot’s memories give James information about the Master Necromancer. 

However, the Master Necromancer was not from the current era but the 
Space Race Era. 

His cultivation rank was quite ordinary, but he was at least a Terra Acmean. 

He wielded terrifying sorcery and produced an army of powerful undead. 

The death spirits created by the Master Necromancer were unthinkably 
strong, as they had no fear of death. 

Moreover, they were immortal as long as their body and soul were not 
completely destroyed together. 

“It has to be.” 

James nodded lightly. 

“Nonsense!” 

At that moment, a creature glared at Wyot and argued back, “The Master 
Necromancer was besieged and killed during the Space Race Era.He was 
executed, and not even a piece of his body was spared.How could he leave 
behind a successor?” 

At that moment, a strange and creepy voice resounded. 

Then, the twelve death spirits began to move. 

They moved rapidly, and strong winds began to sweep the area. 



Even though the creatures there were at the Quasi Acme Rank, they could not 
steady themselves. 

“I’d love to find out what the hell they are.” 

Deshawn snorted coldly. 

Then, he immediately made a move. 

A dazzling long sword appeared in his hand as he rushed over to the twelve 
death spirits. 

He appeared before one of the death spirits, who was wielding an axe, in just 
a short moment. 

Deshawn swung his sword, and a powerful force burst out to attack the death 
spirit. 

Even a Permanence Acmean would find it hard to resist his attack. 

Powerful Sword Energy burst out and formed a magnetic field. 

The magnetic field spread out and constantly destroyed the surrounding 
space. 

The death spirit raised his axe and blocked Deshawn’s attack. 

Boom!!! The sword and axe collided, and the two powerful forces combined. 

This created a powerful shock wave that rocked the land. 
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the area, destroying everything it touched. 

Deshawn was also blasted away after fighting one of the death spirits head on 
and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Many of the powerhouses paled. 

Seeing Deshawn being driven away so quickly, they simply grew more 
anxious. 



They drew their weapons and charged to attack the twelve death spirits. 

A fierce battle ensued. 

Although the twelve death spirits were powerful, they went against many 
powerhouses. 

After enduring attacks from all around them, the twelve dead spirits were 
being forced into a corner. 

They were constantly injured but almost impossible to kill since they were 
undead. 

“Aren’t you going to do something?” 

Yente looked at James. 

James shook his head lightly and said, “Not yet.I’ll observe the situation for 
now.” 

Since James did not participate in the fight, Yente and Leilani’s teams hung 
behind a little while longer. 

Swoosh!!! As the fierce battle took place, a beam of light suddenly appeared 
out of thin air. 

The light beam appeared behind one of the creatures and pierced his body 
without any warning. 

The powerful force immediately obliterated his body, instantly wiping out his 
soul. 

“No…” 

Although his body and soul had already been annihilated, his desolate 
screams echoed throughout the area. 

The light beam was none other than the Light of Acme that had appeared 
before. 

Seeing the Light of Acme, the powerhouses engaged in battle looked more 
distressed. 



They wanted to end the fight immediately, but the twelve death spirits were 
terrifying. 

No matter how badly injured they got, they still had the strength to fight back. 

This fight was not going to end anytime soon. 

Even Deshawn was unable to do anything against the death spirits. 

The Light of Acme blitzed through space, killing creature after creature. 

James stood in the distance and quietly watched everything unfold. 

There was not enough carnage, and this was not the right time for him to 
interfere. 

At that moment, a strange voice suddenly echoed through the area. 

The twelve death spirits seemed to receive some sort of command and 
rushed away from the battlefield, charging toward James. 

“They’re targeting me?!” 

James was slightly startled. 

He immediately shouted, “Get away! They’re coming after me.” 

Yente, Leilani, and their entourage quickly fled away from James. 

The powerhouses previously fighting against the twelve death spirits were 
relieved to escape the fight. 

Despite that, they kept up their guard, watching their surroundings closely to 
prevent sneak attacks by the Light of Acme. 

James quickly unleashed his Divine Sense. 

The strange sound secretly giving orders to the twelve death spirits seemed to 
be coming from a horn. 

It was most likely also the one who was controlling the Light of Acme. 



Unfortunately, James’ Divine Sense could not detect any creatures hiding in 
his surroundings. 

At that moment, the twelve death spirits had already encircled him. 

A giant sword slashed at his head. 

James quickly mustered his various Path Powers and combined them into 
Chaos Power. 

The Chaos Power flowed through his body and gathered in his arms. 

Then, James raised his arm and swung his fist. 

His fist slammed into the giant sword. 

James was way stronger than the death spirit in terms of strength. 

The death spirit that wielded the giant sword was knocked back. 

At that moment, different weapons, such as knives, spears, and axes, 
attacked him all at once. 

Using his full power, he deftly countered every attack. 

He repelled all the death spirits that attacked him, but they relentlessly 
charged at him again and again. 

“Damn it.” 

James cursed angrily. 

Chaos Power was his strongest power. 

Yet, he was unable to destroy the death spirits. 

James was confident in wiping out the death spirits using his hidden weapon, 
the Flame Art’s Three Fire Transformations. 

However, he did not want to resort to it now. 
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James all at once. 

Their cultivation rank was frightening. 

They were all at the Eternal Boundless Rank, that only prodigies could reach. 

Among the previously known Quasi Acmeans, only Deshawn had reached the 
Eternal Boundless Rank. 

Although tens of thousands of Quasi Acmeans fought them together, they 
could not subdue the twelve death spirits. 

However, James was able to knock them away using his incredible Chaos 
Power. 

Many of the creatures were shocked by James’ strength. 

“Is this how strong pure Chaos Power is?” 

“That’s amazing.He’s taking the twelve of them on by himself.Not only is he 
unhurt, he even managed to repel them.” 

“It’s no wonder he entered the competition alone.He’s really skilled.” 

“I underestimated Wyot.” 

Many powerhouses gathered in the distance and expressed their surprise at 
James’ strength. 

After James repelled the twelve death spirits, they rushed him again 
immediately after. 

The twelve of them attacked in unison, and various powers overwhelmed 
James. 

The space around James even began to distort and twist. 

Eventually, there was an explosion. 

If not for the formation around the Sky Islands, the explosion’s would have 
levelled the entire Ancient Realm and damaged its surroundings. 



James was still unhurt, standing in place as the surrounding space cracked 
around him. 

When the twelve death spirits closed in, he suddenly took action. 

Mysterious sigils appeared from his palm and formed a formidable multi-
layered formation, enclosing the twelve death spirits. 

“Die.” 

After temporarily trapping the twelve death spirits, James jumped into the air. 

He activated his various Path Powers, forming Chaos Power again. 

His Chaos Power gathered in his palm and formed an energy ball, which 
gradually enlarged to the size of a planet. 

Then, James swung his hand. 

The colossal energy ball formed with Chaos Power hurtled down from the sky, 
shooting toward the formation he had set up. 

James did many things in the blink of an eye. 

The twelve death spirits were powerful, so James’ formation was almost 
ineffective against them. 

It could only hold them temporarily. 

However, James had mastery over an amazing path—the Space Path. 

The multilayered formation he had set up was created using the power of the 
Space and Time Path. 

Thus, time and space inside the formation were frozen. 

Despite this, the twelve death spirits still broke free from his trap. 

The moment they escaped the formation, James’ Chaos Power had already 
homed in and bombarded them. 

Boom! A loud explosion rang through the area. 



The shock wave generated by the explosion even damaged the formation 
around the Sky Islands. 

A crack appeared but was repaired instantly. 

The numerous creatures watching the battle from a distance also quickly fled 
to the Sky Islands’ central region as soon as they saw James about to attack. 

Soon, the area returned to calm. 

On the battlefield, only James remained. 

The twelve death spirits were nowhere to be seen. 

James unleashed his Divine Sense to search for the twelve death spirits 

 


